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Abstract
The second half of the 19th century witnessed a sudden and sustained revival of Italian mathematical research,
especially in the period following the political unification of the country. Up to the end of the 19th century and
well into the 20th, Italian professors—in a variety of institutional settings and with a variety of research interests—
trained a number of young scholars in algebraic areas, in particular. Giuseppe Battaglini (1826–1892), Francesco
Gerbaldi (1858–1934), and Luigi Bianchi (1856–1928) defined three key venues for the promotion of algebraic
research in Rome, Palermo, and Pisa, respectively. This paper will consider the notion of “research school” as an
analytic tool and will explore the extent to which loci of algebraic studies in Italy from the second half of the 19th
century through the opening decades of the 20th century can be considered as mathematical research schools.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Sommario
Nella seconda metà dell’Ottocento, specialmente dopo l’unificazione del paese, la ricerca matematica in Italia
conobbe una vigorosa rinascita. Durante gli ultimi decenni del diciannovesimo secolo e i primi del ventesimo,
matematici italiani appartenenti a diverse istituzioni e con interessi in diversi campi di ricerca, formarono giovani
studiosi in vari settori dell’algebra. Giuseppe Battaglini (1826–1892), Francesco Gerbaldi (1858–1934) e Luigi
Bianchi (1856–1928) rispettivamente a Roma, Palermo e Pisa, rappresentarono tre figure chiave per lo sviluppo
e la diffusione delle ricerche algebriche in Italia. Questo lavoro prende in considerazione il concetto di “scuola
di ricerca” come strumento analitico e discute in che misura gli studi algebrici in Italia tra la seconda metà
dell’Ottocento e i primi decenni del Novecento possano essere considerati come frutto di scuole di ricerca in
matematica.
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The political unification of Italy in 1860 marked a turning point not only in the political life of the
country but also in the organization and content of university education. One of the steps toward radical
reform of education at the university level was the extension of Casati’s Law for Public Education from
Piedmont to the other states of the new nation.1 In particular, this law encouraged the establishment of
new chairs in mathematics throughout the Kingdom. In 1860, Luigi Cremona (1830–1903) was appointed
to the first chair of higher geometry in Italy at the University of Bologna, while Giuseppe Battaglini
(1826–1894) obtained the same position at the University of Naples. They joined Enrico Betti (1823–
1892), Francesco Brioschi (1824–1897), and Angelo Genocchi (1817–1889) at that time professors of
higher analysis in Pisa, Pavia, and Turin, respectively. Moreover, in 1862 Eugenio Beltrami (1835–1900)
inaugurated his course of complementary algebra in Bologna. The creation of these chairs for higher
mathematics and the appointment of talented mathematicians to them contributed to the creation of a new
environment for mathematical studies in Italy that led to the establishment of research centers throughout
the peninsula.2
The decades following the Unification thus witnessed a strong revival of Italian mathematics. This
paper explores the development of algebraic studies in Italy from the second half of the 19th century
through the opening decades of the 20th century focusing on the institutional settings of Rome, Palermo,
and Pisa, and examines the extent to which they can be considered expressions of mathematical research
schools.
During the past decades, historians of science have given several definitions of “research school,” but
almost exclusively in the context of laboratory sciences. Mathematics thus falls completely outside their
purview.3 In order to use the notion of research school as an analytic tool to explore the development of
algebraic studies in Italy, it is necessary to establish criteria for a mathematical research school. Following
the definition Karen Parshall has given in her study on the Chicago school of algebra,4 a mathematical
research school requires a leader or catalyst, students, published evidence of the work, and a fundamental
idea, method, or set of interests for approaching problems that develop. In particular, a student is any
individual who has been strongly influenced by the leader of a school through an interaction in the
context of a research seminar, the classroom, or close collaboration. With this definition of research
school in place, we now turn to a discussion of the influence of Battaglini and his network of students in
Rome in the mid-1870s.
1 Casati’s Law was issued on 13 November 1859 and was extended to the universities of the Italian territory through a series
of decrees over the subsequent years. For a detailed study on the history of Italian universities after the Unification, see Tomasi
and Bellatalla [1988].
2 For an account of the history of mathematics in Italy in the 19th century, see Bottazzini [1994].
3 For example, the British historian Jack Morrell considered the notion of research schools in his study of the 19th-century
chemists Justus Liebig and Thomas Thomson, laying out criteria for a research school in seven points [Morrell, 1972]. Gerald
Geison, drawing from Morrell’s work while researching the 19th-century physiologist Michael Foster, came up with another
definition of research school in Geison [1981].
4 See her article in the present volume of Historia Mathematica for a full discussion of a mathematical research school.
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During the 1850s, algebra entered the Italian mathematical arena mainly through the work of Enrico
Betti in Pistoia5 and Francesco Brioschi in Pavia.6 When, a decade after the Unification, Rome became
the capital of the Kingdom of Italy,7 some of Italy’s best mathematicians were called to the University of
Rome in order to turn the new capital into a scientific center. Among them was Giuseppe Battaglini, who
transferred from the University of Naples to the University of Rome in 1872.
Battaglini was born in Naples in 1826. Having graduated from the Scuola di Ponti e Strade (School of
Bridges and Roads) in 1848, for political reasons he did not obtain a university position until 1860, when
Naples was annexed to the Kingdom of Italy. Battaglini maintained his position as professor of higher
geometry in Naples until 1872, when he accepted the call to Rome. In the Eternal City, Battaglini taught
infinitesimal calculus, among other topics in higher mathematics, serving also as Dean of the Faculty
of Physical and Mathematical Sciences and Rector in 1873–1874. For health reasons, he went back to
Naples in 1885, where he remained until his death in 1894.8
At the University of Rome in the mid-1870s, Battaglini had two students who, during their
careers, made important original contributions to group theory: Alfredo Capelli (1855–1910) and
Giovanni Frattini (1852–1925). Battaglini, whose research focused mainly on geometric topics was,
nevertheless, deeply interested in new developments in other mathematical disciplines, particularly
algebra. Immediately after the publication of Camille Jordan’s (1838–1922) Traité des substitutions et
des équations algébriques [Jordan, 1870], Battaglini realized the importance of such a ground-breaking
treatise. This appreciation is reflected in the Giornale di matematiche, the journal that Battaglini, together
with Nicola Trudi (1811–1894) and Vincenzo Janni (1819–1891), had founded in Naples in 1863 in order
to give a publication outlet to young Italian researchers as well as to diffuse new ideas and results among
the students of Italian universities. There Battaglini published a work on the theory of substitutions
and Galois theory written by the young Giuseppe Janni [1871, 1872, 1873]. This series of articles
consists of a summary, with additions, of some of the chapters in Jordan’s treatise as well as of parts
drawn from Joseph Serret’s (1819–1885) Cours d’algèbre supérieure [Serret, 1866] and Peter Lejeune
Dirichlet’s (1805–1859) Vorlesungen über Zahlentheorie [Lejeune Dirichlet, 1863]. Battaglini’s interest
in group theory also manifested itself in the course he gave on the theory of groups of substitutions at
the University of Rome during the academic year 1875–1876. The audience included Alfredo Capelli. In
fact, at the end of the introduction of his 1878 memoir “Sopra l’isomorfismo dei gruppi di sostituzioni,”
the paper he extracted from his 1877 thesis written under Battaglini’s supervision, Capelli credited his
supervisor’s lectures for his introduction to the subject [Capelli, 1878, 32].
Born in Milan in 1855, Capelli continued his studies after his graduation under Felice Casorati (1835–
1890) in Pavia and Karl Weierstrass (1815–1897) and Leopold Kronecker (1823–1891) in Berlin. In
5 Betti was the first Italian mathematician to study questions related to the solvability of algebraic equations by radicals and
Galois theory. His first note on the subject [Betti, 1851] was followed by a second memoir a year later [Betti, 1852]. For a
detailed study of Betti’s work on algebraic equations and Galois theory, see Toti Rigatelli [1989] and Mammone [1989].
6 Of interest here, in the late 1850s Brioschi worked on the resolution of the general quintic equation. See Brioschi [1858].
7 The government of the Kingdom of Italy was transferred from Florence to Rome in June 1871.
8 For a detailed account of Battaglini’s life and works, see Amodeo [1906], D’Ovidio [1895]. For further biographical notes,
see Ferraro and Palladino [1996].
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algebra at the University of Naples, where he remained until he died by a heart attack in 1910.9
During his mathematical career, Capelli published over 80 papers, the first of them when he was still
a student in Rome. In 1876, while writing his thesis under Battaglini’s supervision, he published his first
two notes on the theory of substitutions [Capelli, 1876a, 1876b], which consist of observations and a
new elaboration of some parts of Serret’s classical textbook of algebra.10 Serret’s treatise, in fact, was
part of what Capelli had studied while working on his thesis. In the introduction to [Capelli, 1878],
for example, Capelli specifically required the reader’s knowledge of the foundations of the theory of
substitutions as they are presented in Serret’s Cours [Capelli, 1878, 32]. It is also evident that Capelli
knew Jordan’s treatise on substitutions and algebraic equations very well; it was, in fact, from the reading
of Jordan’s work that Capelli realized that isomorphism was the natural key to the study of the theory of
substitutions.11 The treatises of Serret and Jordan are the only references Capelli noted in his work; he
was seemingly unaware of more recent studies on the subject. For example, he did not acknowledge the
fundamental work Ludvig Sylow (1832–1918) published in the Mathematische Annalen [Sylow, 1872],
where the Norwegian mathematician stated and proved the theorems that are named after him. Nor did
he cite the note the German Eugen Netto (1848–1919) published in Crelle’s Journal [Netto, 1874], where
he gave a new proof of Jordan’s theorem on composition series. This fact is quite interesting, since in his
work Capelli provided his own new proof of Jordan’s theorem and derived, using his own methods, most
of Sylow’s 1872 results.12
Having devoted his research to the theory of algebraic forms for several years, in 1884 Capelli
published his second important memoir on groups [Capelli, 1884]. It should be noted that in 1882 Netto
had published his ground-breaking treatise on substitutions and their applications to algebra [Netto, 1882]
and that in 1885 Battaglini edited the Italian translation of this text [Netto, 1885]. These are probably two
of the reasons for Capelli’s revived interest in group theory. In his 1884 paper, Capelli admitted that his
1878 article had been written without knowledge of Sylow’s work, and he directed the reader’s attention
to Netto’s text for the proof [Capelli, 1884, 263]. Although Capelli’s ignorance of Sylow’s work may
seem quite unusual, given the diffusion and the prestige of the Mathematische Annalen, it should be taken
into consideration that in 1878 Capelli was still at the beginning of his career as a researcher and his guide,
Battaglini, was not a group theorist. Most likely, Battaglini missed Sylow’s work, and so did Capelli.
Despite this, Capelli’s 1878 memoir on isomorphisms represented an innovation in Italian mathematics.
In fact, Italian mathematicians who had dealt with group theory in the previous decades were actually
interested in the resolution of algebraic equations. [Capelli, 1878] was thus the first remarkable Italian
work devoted to group theory per se.
9 For an account of Capelli’s life and works, see Natucci [1955], Torelli [1910a, 1910b].
10 An analysis of these works is presented in Casadio and Zappa [1991, 27–29].
11
“L’importanza di questa nozione [l’isomorfismo] è già stata messa in evidenza e convalidata con le applicazioni, in modo
che, leggendone i principii e valuntandone la fecondità dell’eccellente trattato di Jordan, mi parve di ravvisare in essa la chiave
naturale per lo studio delle sostituzioni, specialmente se si voglia prescindere da ogni aiuto dell’analisi” [Capelli, 1878, 32].
“The importance of this concept [isomorphism] has already been emphasized and validated through applications, in such a way
that, by reading the principles and considering the fertility of Jordan’s excellent treatise, I believed I had found in it the natural
key for studying substitutions, especially when one does not wish to involve analysis.”
12 An accurate and detailed mathematical analysis of Capelli’s 1878 paper can be found in Casadio and Zappa [1991, 30–44].
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a problem, which in modern terminology can be stated as follows: given a finite group G and a normal
subgroup H , find the subgroup Γ of smallest possible order so that G = Γ H [Capelli, 1884, 262ff]. In
solving the problem, Capelli proved that, in modern terminology, if H has at least two distinct Sylow
subgroups of the same order, then there exists a proper subgroup Γ of G such that G = Γ H [Capelli,
1884, 263–264]. He starts his proof by considering p, a divisor of the order ν of H , and pα , the highest
power of p which divides ν. By a theorem Capelli had proved in Capelli [1878],13 there exist subgroups
P0,P1,P2, . . . , of H of order pα ,14 such that
(1)P1 = h−11 P0h1, P2 = h−12 P0h2, . . . ,
where hi is in H [Capelli, 1884, 263]. Capelli considered an element Gi in G and the group obtained
by conjugating P0 with Gi , that is, G−1i P0Gi . Since H is a normal subgroup of G, then G−1i P0Gi is
contained in H . Moreover, he noticed that G−1i P0Gi is still a group of order pα , that is, G
−1
i P0Gi = Pi ,
where Pi is one of the subgroups P0,P1,P2, . . . , of H . Therefore, by (1), G−1i P0Gi = h−1i P0hi , which
implies that hiG−1i P0Gih
−1
i = P0, that is, (Gih−1i )−1P0(Gih−1i ) = P0. Hence, Gih−1i is an element Γi
of Γ , such that Γ −1i P0Γi = P0,15 and, since Gi is an arbitrary element of G, Capelli obtained G = Γ H . In
particular, Capelli stated that Γ coincides with G if H has exactly one subgroup of order pα ;16 therefore,
Γ is a proper subgroup of G if for at least one prime divisor p of the order of H , there exist at least
two distinct subgroups of H of order pα [Capelli, 1884, 264].17 According to [Casadio and Zappa, 1991,
45–46], Capelli based his proof on the reasoning now called “Frattini’s argument,” that is, the argument
Giovanni Frattini (1852–1925) would use a year later in his memoir on the generation of groups of
operations [Frattini, 1885a] to show the nilpotence of Frattini’s subgroup.18
Giovanni Frattini was born in Rome in 1852 and died there in 1925. After graduating from the
University of Rome in 1875, where he had been a student of Cremona, Beltrami, and Battaglini, Frattini
spent his career teaching in secondary school. In almost forty years, he published over sixty papers,
mainly on the theory of substitutions, number theory, and differential geometry.19 Frattini’s mathematical
research in algebra was strongly influenced by Jordan’s work and by some of Capelli’s papers. In the first
half of the 1880s, Frattini investigated questions related to the theory of groups of substitutions. His
most famous work was contained in three papers published between 1885 and 1886 [Frattini, 1885a,
1885b, 1886]. In his first note on the generation of groups of operations,20 Frattini defined what is now
13 The result Capelli referred to is the theorem now known as “Sylow’s theorem,” mentioned above. It is at this stage of the
proof that Capelli gave Sylow priority for this result.
14 The subgroups P0,P1,P2, . . . , are, in modern terminology, the Sylow p-subgroups of H .
15 In modern terminology, Γ = NG(P0), the normalizer of P0 in G.
16 That is, G = NG(P0) if and only if H contains only one Sylow p-subgroup.
17 This means that NG(P0) ⊂ G if and only if H contains at least two distinct Sylow p-subgroups.
18 Casadio and Zappa [1991, 46–50] analyze the relations between Capelli’s 1884 memoir and Frattini’s 1885 note. It should
be noted that in modern textbooks on abstract algebra, it is the theorem stated by Capelli that is usually called “Frattini’s
Argument.” See, for example, Dummit and Foote [1999, 195]. In modern terminology, the proposition is stated as follows: Let
G be a finite group, let H be a normal subgroup of G and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of H . Then G = HNG(P ) and |G : H |
divides |NG(P )|.
19 For biographical references on Frattini, see Emaldi [1989].
20 It is interesting to note that the paper was published in 1885 in the Rendiconti della Accademia dei Lincei and that it was
presented by the “Socio BATTAGLINI” [Frattini, 1885a, 281].
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any minimal system of independent generators [Frattini, 1885a, 281].21 Frattini first proved that Φ is
a subgroup of G and then that Φ is actually normal in G [Frattini, 1885a, 282]. He then stated the
following theorem: a normal subgroup Γ of G belongs to a minimal system of generators of G if Γ
contains at least two distinct Sylow subgroups of the same order [Frattini, 1885a, 283]. Before proving it,
Frattini remarked that this theorem was essentially due to Capelli;22 after showing that the two theorems
are, in fact, equivalent, Frattini gave a proof of his theorem, using the same reasoning Capelli had used
a year earlier in his proof. Frattini started his proof by considering a subgroup P of Γ of order pα
and an element S in G.23 If P ′ is a subgroup of Γ of order pα such that P ′ = S−1PS,24 then there
exists γ in Γ such that P ′ = γ −1Pγ . Therefore, if σ = Sγ −1, then σ−1Pσ = P . Since S = σγ is an
arbitrary element of G, Frattini concluded that G is generated by Γ and by N = {σi | σ−1i P σi = P }.25
He thus pointed out that Γ belongs to a minimal system of generators if and only if G does not coincide
with N , since in this case P ′ = P and, therefore, there will not exist two distinct subgroups of order
pα in Γ . Since Φ is a normal subgroup of G, by definition of Φ, Φ cannot belong to any minimal
system of generators; Φ thus cannot contain two distinct subgroups of G of the same order pα . Frattini
concluded that Φ is a “Capelli Ω0 group,” namely, one of “those groups of order pα, qβ, rγ . . . which
do not contain more than one subgroup of order pα, qβ, rγ . . . respectively” [Frattini, 1885a, 282]. In
the second part of his 1884 memoir, Capelli had, in fact, proved some properties of this class of groups,
which, in modern terminology, are called finite nilpotent groups [Capelli, 1884, 266ff].26 Clearly, Frattini
proved his theorem by using Capelli’s reasoning without modifications; Capelli’s influence on Frattini is
thus apparent.
Frattini never held a university position and did not officially advise university students in algebra.
However, one of the students who was enrolled in the Technical Institute in Rome where Frattini taught
for many years27 was the future mathematician, Roberto Marcolongo (1862–1943); in the obituary he
wrote for the Bollettino di matematica in 1926 [Marcolongo, 1926], Marcolongo referred to Frattini as his
guide and friend and to himself as Frattini’s disciple. When Marcolongo graduated from the University
of Rome in 1886 defending a thesis on the theory of equations, Frattini was part of the committee in
charge of judging his research. In his work, Marcolongo proposed, and only partly solved, the problem
of simplification of the classical methods for solving second-degree equations in two variables. Frattini
himself later reconsidered and entirely solved the problem between 1891 and 1892 [Frattini, 1891, 1892].
After publishing four works on the subject (see Marcolongo [1887a, 1887b, 1887c, 1888]), Marcolongo
directed his research interests to mechanics for the rest of his academic career.28
21 In the same paper, Frattini also proved that Φ coincides with the intersection of all maximal subgroups of G [Frattini,
1885a, 285].
22 Clearly, Frattini refers to the theorem of Capelli mentioned above.
23 Frattini is thus considering a Sylow p-subgroup of Γ .
24 P ′ is a Sylow p-subgroup which is the conjugate of P .
25 Clearly, N = NG(P ), the normalizer of P in G.
26 For a detailed analysis of Capelli’s contributions to nilpotent groups, see Casadio and Zappa [1991, 47–50].
27 Frattini taught at the Technical Institute in Rome from February of 1881 until April of 1916.
28 At the University of Rome, Marcolongo had been a student of Battaglini, Cremona, and, in particular, Valentino Cerruti
(1850–1909), who strongly influenced his future research interests. For an account of Marcolongo’s life and a list of his
publication, see Pascal [1948].
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In 1881, Capelli obtained the position of professor of algebra at the University of Palermo. There, he
found a situation different from that in the rest of the Kingdom. In fact, in the mid-1870s, Sicily was
still awaiting a sign of cultural renewal, while elsewhere in Italy, men such as Cremona, Brioschi, and
Betti were almost concluding their radical reform of public education at all levels.29 In Palermo, the
situation finally began to change in 1878 with the arrival of Cesare Arzelà (1847–1912), who held the
chair of algebra for two years, and of Capelli, who replaced Arzelà when the latter moved to Bologna. The
following years witnessed renewal and cultural growth: Ernesto Cesàro (1859–1906) moved to Sicily in
1886 and, in the next five years, played a fundamental role in the development of mathematical studies in
Palermo. In 1884, Giovan Battista Guccia (1855–1914), a former student of Cremona’s in Rome, founded
the Circolo matematico di Palermo and, three years later, began the publication of the society’s journal,
the Rendiconti.30 The process of renewal and reform of Palermian mathematics progressed in the 1890s
following Francesco Gerbaldi’s (1858–1934) arrival on the mathematics faculty in 1890.
After graduating in Turin in 1879, Gerbaldi pursued specialized studies in Pavia and in Germany,
and then obtained an assistantship in Rome.31 Gerbaldi arrived in Sicily just when the Circolo was
beginning its glorious ascent and animating a new vibrant climate. During the 18 years he spent in
Palermo, Gerbaldi trained numerous students who later became brilliant scholars. Among his disciples
were Giuseppe Bagnera, Fortunato Bucca (1875–1899), and Michele Cipolla (1880–1947).
Bagnera was Gerbaldi’s first student in Palermo. Born in Bagheria (Palermo) in 1865, Bagnera
completed his studies in engineering in 1890 and obtained his mathematics degree five years later.32
In the years between 1897 and 1905, his research interests focused on the theory of finite groups. Among
the memoirs published in that period, his most famous are probably the complete classification of all
groups of order p5, with p a prime number [Bagnera, 1898], and the paper on abstract groups of order
32 [Bagnera, 1899], both published in the Annali di matematica pura ed applicata. These were the first
papers in group theory per se published in Italy after Frattini’s work in 1885 and 1886, a hiatus of some
dozen years. After several years spent teaching in secondary school, Bagnera obtained a professorship at
the University of Messina, where he remained until he moved to the University of Palermo in 1909. The
final move in his academic career was to Rome, where he died in 1927 [Virgopia, 1963, 262].
Another of Gerbaldi’s students was Fortunato Bucca. Born in Palermo in 1875, he died of yellow fever
in July of 1899. Bucca had graduated from the University of Palermo just three years earlier and had
become assistant professor there [Tricomi, 1962, 25]. He made four interesting contributions to Galois
theory, which were published posthumously in 1900 in the Rendiconti del Circolo matematico di Palermo
[Bucca, 1900a, 1900b, 1900c, 1900d]. In the first note, Bucca dealt with the reduction of the Galois
group of an algebraic equation by adding arbitrary irrationalities. In particular, he provided a simple and
elegant proof of a theorem on the reduction of the Galois group by the addition of a natural irrationality
29 For an account of the Sicilian cultural milieu in the 1880s, see Brigaglia [2002, 179–180].
30 A detailed picture of the history of the Circolo from its foundation to the First World War, with an outline of its most recent
development, can be found in Brigaglia and Masotto [1982].
31 For a biographical account of Gerbaldi, see Brigaglia [1999], Tricomi [1962, 58–59].
32 During his studies in engineering, Bagnera attended Capelli’s lectures on algebraic analysis. In fact, in the years he spent
in Palermo (1881–1886), Capelli taught algebraic analysis for engineers. He gathered the content of the courses he had given
on the subject (in Palermo first and in Naples later) in Capelli [1902].
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1:558].33 In his fourth note, Bucca discussed the problem of the reducibility of the binomial equation [Toti
Rigatelli, 1994, 245]. But for his premature death, Bucca might have had a brilliant academic career.
The Palermian Michele Cipolla (1880–1947) also studied under Gerbaldi. Cipolla attended the
University of Pisa for his first two years of mathematical studies and was a student at the Scuola Normale
Superiore under Luigi Bianchi (1865–1928) and Ulisse Dini (1845–1918). He then earned his degree in
Palermo, graduating in 1902 [Cipolla, 1997, ix]. After becoming interested in algebraic research thanks
to Bianchi’s lectures on number theory and on the theory of groups and algebraic equations according to
Galois, Cipolla was introduced to the study of group theory in Palermo by Gerbaldi who, in the seminars
he led, presented to university students the most recent progress of mathematics.
Cipolla was one of the most remarkable Italian algebraists in his days. His scientific interests covered
several fields of study, among them, number theory, the theory of finite groups, analysis, foundations,
and the history and pedagogy of mathematics. He published some one hundred works in addition to a
series of texts written for secondary school and a number of remarkable university-level treatises (see
Cipolla [1997]). Between 1909 and 1912, in particular, he defined the notion of fundamental subgroups
of a group and published his results in four memoirs in the Rendiconti della Accademia delle Scienze
di Napoli [Toti Rigatelli, 1994, 248]. The theory of fundamental subgroups was extended to infinite
groups by Gaetano Scorza (1876–1939) between 1926 and 1928 and published posthumously in the
volume Gruppi astratti of 1942 [Scorza, 1942]. In 1916, Scorza moved to the University of Catania,
where Cipolla had been on the faculty since 1911. When Scorza was almost at the end of his Sicilian
experience, Cipolla started publishing his three-volume treatise on the theory of finite groups [Cipolla,
1919–1923]. The work includes the theory of abstract groups, the theory of groups of substitutions, and
Galois’s theory of algebraic equations. In it, Cipolla gathered the lectures on group theory and Galois
theory he had given at the University of Catania in the academic years 1920–1921 and 1921–1922, and
it can be considered the most complete treatise written in the Italian language on classical Galois theory
[Toti Rigatelli, 1994, 248]. Cipolla, along with disciples and collaborators in Catania first and Palermo
later, worked on the classification of finite groups by means of the concept of fundamental subgroup
during the 1920s and 1930s. Vincenzo Amato (1881–1963), Gaspare Mignosi (1875–1951), and Angela
Sorrentino produced especially notable work in this vein. Mignosi determined the fundamental subgroups
of the linear projective group of dimension two over a finite field. Amato studied the properties of those
algebraic equations whose Galois group was the fundamental subgroup of the total group, influenced
by Sorrentino’s work on the determination of the condition of solvability for these particular algebraic
equations [Toti Rigatelli, 1992, 774–776].
4. Luigi Bianchi (1856–1928) in Pisa
Born in Parma in 1856, Bianchi graduated in mathematics from the Scuola Normale Superiore in
1877, having also been a student of Betti and Dini at the University of Pisa. After his graduation, he
remained in Pisa for two additional years, pursuing postgraduate studies. He then spent two more years
33 In Kronecker’s terminology, a natural irrationality is an irrationality which can be expressed as a rational function of the
roots of the given equation with coefficients in the field of rationality. For a detailed analysis of Bucca’s work, see Toti Rigatelli
[1994, 244–245].
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to Italy in 1881, Bianchi was appointed professor at the University of Pisa and at the Scuola Normale
Superiore, positions he held for the rest of his life [Carruccio, 1981, 121]. Bianchi focused his research
mainly on analysis and differential geometry, but he also devoted himself to number theory and algebra.
For teaching purposes, he wrote a large number of treatises for university students, in which he gathered
the lectures he had given at the University.34
In particular, Bianchi’s treatise on algebraic number theory was published in 1923 and followed the
lithographed edition of 1921 [Bianchi, 1923].35 It represented the culmination of the didactic work that
Bianchi had started more than twenty years earlier with the publication of his lectures on Galois’s theory
of groups of substitutions and algebraic equations [Bianchi, 1899], and that he had continued with
lectures on continuous groups of transformations in 1903 [Bianchi, 1903], on the arithmetic theory of
quadratic forms in 1911 [Bianchi, 1911] and on functions of a complex variable and on elliptic functions
in 1916 [Bianchi, 1916]. As Bianchi explained in the preface of his published lectures, a large part of
his educational work aimed to provide Italian university students with material that directed them to and
prepared them for the study of the most important and newest mathematical theories.
In addition to Cipolla, other future contributors to algebraic studies who flourished in the environment
Bianchi helped create at the Scuola Normale were Scorza, Francesco Cecioni (1884–1986), Giovanni
Sansone (1888–1979), and Pacifico Mazzoni (1895–?).36 Scorza graduated from the University of Pisa
in 1899. In 1916, he moved to the University of Catania as professor of analytic geometry [Tricomi,
1962, 100]. There, he worked on his famous book, Corpi numerici e algebre [Scorza, 1921]. Scorza’s
treatise on number fields and algebras, with an exposition of the theory of algebraic and finite fields and
the theory of algebras, represented an innovation in Italy in terms of the introduction of the concept of
algebraic structure and of his abstract approach to the theory. Moreover, in his influential 1923 tract on
Algebra and Their Arithmetics, the American algebraist Leonard E. Dickson referred to Scorza’s book as
having been “of material assistance” to his work [Dickson, 1923, viii]. It was only with the publication
of the German translation, with radical innovations, of Dickson’s book in 1927 [Dickson, 1927] that
Scorza’s work may be considered surpassed [Brigaglia and Scimone, 1998, 521–522].
The University of Catania thus represented an important center for algebraic studies in the 1920s,
mainly because of the presence of Scorza and Cipolla. A group of enthusiastic scholars formed there
around Scorza, among them Niccolò Spampinato (1892–1971) who mainly devoted his studies to the
theory of algebras and Riemann matrices and Giuseppe Fichera (1895–1952) who dealt with group theory
[Brigaglia and Scimone, 1998, 535].
Scorza’s influence did not remain confined to the institutions where he taught. One of Bianchi’s
students at the beginning of the century, Francesco Cecioni (1884–1968), was directly influenced by
Scorza in the writing of his most important works [Brigaglia and Scimone, 1998, 537]. Born in Livorno
in 1884, Cecioni graduated from Pisa’s Scuola Normale Superiore in 1905. After teaching in secondary
school and at the Naval Academy of Livorno, he became professor of analysis at the University of Pisa
in 1929, a position he held for over twenty-five years [Freguglia, 1979, 306].
Cecioni published one of his most remarkable works on algebras in 1924 [Cecioni, 1924]; there, he
solved a problem proposed by Dickson and Joseph H.M. Wedderburn (1882–1948) in a series of papers
34 For an account of Bianchi’s scientific work, see Fubini [1928–1929].
35 The content of Bianchi’s treatise on algebraic number theory is analyzed in Brigaglia and Scimone [1998, 518–520].
36 On Bianchi’s network of students, see Brigaglia and Scimone [1998, 530–534].
L. Martini / Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 296–309 305between 1914 and 1921 [Brigaglia and Scimone, 1998, 537]. As soon as it was published, Cecioni’s
memoir was read with great interest in the United States. In his work of 1926 [Dickson, 1926], Dickson
considered Cecioni’s work and developed it. Further developments on the subjects were achieved in the
following years by Dickson and his student, A. Adrian Albert (1905–1972), and published as “New
Results in the Theory of Normal Division Algebras” [Albert, 1930]. There, Albert calls the algebras
Cecioni had found “Cecioni type algebras,” giving priority to the Italian mathematician [Brigaglia and
Scimone, 1998, 538].
One of the most talented among Bianchi’s students in the first years of the 1920s was Giovanni
Sansone. After completing his university studies in Pisa, in 1927 he obtained the chair of analysis at
the University of Florence, where he played a fundamental role in the foundation of the Mathematical
Institute and in the development of its prestigious library [Brigaglia and Scimone, 1998, 531]. In the
mid-1920s, Sansone devoted himself to number theory and to the theory of discrete groups. Later, his
work intertwined with that of Cipolla; in fact, while the Palermian mathematician was studying binomial
congruences and algebraic equations, Sansone was interested in the resolution of cubic and biquadratic
congruences [Brigaglia and Scimone, 1998, 545].
During the 1920s, another of Bianchi’s students made notable contributions to Galois theory. Pacifico
Mazzoni devoted the first part of his career to algebraic studies and especially to Galois theory. He wrote
three works on the subject with the purpose of solving some problems in Galois theory by means of “pure
classical” methods.37 Mazzoni’s research interests later switched to the field of financial mathematics; in
1934, he was named full professor of financial mathematics at the School of Economics and Business of
the University of Bari [Brigaglia and Scimone, 1998, 532].
As the case of Mazzoni exemplifies, Bianchi’s students who started doing research in algebra later
directed their interests toward different disciplines with the exception primarily of Cecioni, Cipolla, and
Scorza. This tendency to shift areas might be explained by their efforts better to ensure the possibility
of an academic career in an academic climate with few chairs in algebra. A similar phenomenon
characterized Scorza and his students; Scorza’s prestige in the Italian academic world did not translate
into promising academic opportunities for his disciples.38
5. Instances of research schools?
As this overview shows, Battaglini in Rome, Gerbaldi in Palermo, and Bianchi in Pisa defined three
key venues for the promotion of algebraic research. In Rome, at the end of the 1870s, Giuseppe
Battaglini—brilliant teacher and prolific scholar, with interests in basically all new branches of
mathematics, but not an active researcher in group theory—taught a year-long course on group theory and
stimulated the interest of at least two students who pursued their studies under his guidance. Capelli and
Frattini ended up working in different institutional settings, one in academia and the other in secondary
education, but they both continued to devote their research to group theory, making notable contributions
to its development and publishing their works in recognized scientific journals. Although Capelli’s direct
37 The “classical” methods were those Kronecker and Weber had elaborated in Kronecker [1881], Weber [1898]. Mazzoni’s
works on Galois theory are discussed in Toti Rigatelli [1994, 245–247].
38 For further literature on Italian mathematics between the two World Wars, see Israel and Nurzia [1989].
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through him, helped pave the way for new developments in algebra.
Similarly, Francesco Gerbaldi in Palermo presented for almost two decades beginning in the 1890s,
the most recent progress in mathematics in his courses and seminars. In particular, he introduced two
talented students to the study of group theory; Giuseppe Bagnera and Michele Cipolla became two of the
most remarkable Italian algebraists of their time. Both made notable contributions to the theory of finite
groups, developing original techniques and publishing their works in well-known mathematical journals.
In Pisa, Luigi Bianchi also had an impressive number of students but beginning even earlier in the
1880s. Through his teaching at the university and at the Scuola Normale and through the published
texts of his lectures, Bianchi transmitted his wide mathematical knowledge to a generation of future
mathematicians. In particular, his studies and his lectures on algebraic topics shaped his students’
approach to the discipline, by encouraging the introduction of new concepts and the investigation of
innovative theories. The most famous of his disciples, Gaetano Scorza, contributed to the theory of fields
and the theory of algebras with an innovative treatise that also influenced the work of mathematicians
abroad.
The institutional settings of Rome, Palermo, and Pisa thus satisfy the criteria adopted here for
mathematical research schools. The definition requires a catalyst. In the case of Rome, Palermo, and
Pisa, the catalysts were Battaglini, Gerbaldi, and Bianchi, respectively. In all three cases, too, the works
published by the catalyst and the students in well-known and recognized mathematical journals provide
ample evidence of research in algebra guided by fundamental ideas or methods or sets of interests.
Following Battaglini’s teaching, both Capelli and Frattini investigated group theory per se, and in
the case of the introduction of what is called “Frattini’s argument,” they used similar approaches and
the same reasoning. Moreover, they had both been introduced to their studies through a reading of
common sources, that is, the work of Jordan and Serret, and, at least at the beginning of their research
activity, they used a common methodology for investigating algebraic questions and followed the same
ideas. Similarly, Gerbaldi’s disciples in Palermo in the theory of groups dealt with questions like the
classification of finite groups and employed original and fruitful techniques of investigation. Finally,
during his teaching career in Pisa, Bianchi lectured on algebraic topics and stimulated student interest
in the field. Through his lectures and their published texts, Bianchi presented many of the fundamental
ideas of European mathematics and, in so doing, shaped the mathematical knowledge of a generation of
Italian students around the developments of such concepts.
In conclusion, Battaglini, Gerbaldi, and Bianchi with their networks of students in Rome, Palermo,
and Pisa, respectively, may be seen to represent three instances of algebraic research schools in Italy.
In different ways and to different extents, these three mathematical schools strongly contributed to the
development and diffusion of algebraic ideas in Italy and abroad.
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